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Abstract. Predictable network computing still involves a number of

open questions. One such question is providing a controlled amount of
CPU time to distributed processes. Mechanisms to control the CPU share
given to a single process have been proposed before. Directly applying
this work to distributed programs leads to unacceptable performance,
since the execution of processes on distributed machines is not coordinated in time. This paper discusses how coscheduling can be achieved
with share-controlling scheduling servers. The performance impact of
scheduling control is evaluated for BSP-style programs. These experiments show that synchronization mechanisms are indispensable and that
coscheduling can be achieved for unmodi ed programs, but also that a
performance overhead has to be paid for the control over CPU share.

1 Introduction
In recent years, the potential of interconnected stand-alone workstations for
parallel and distributed applications has been widely discussed in research literature (cp. [1] for a classic text). These so-called networks of workstations (NOW)
exhibit other research issues than dedicated, custom-designed parallel supercomputers. One such issue is predictable runtime of parallel programs.
To achieve predictable runtime, it is necessary to control the allocation of
computing resources, e.g. CPU time, of a single machine to a parallel program.
Since a workstation might also be used to run interactive applications, parallel
programs should not be allowed to interfere with this interactive work arbitrarily,
but should leave enough free capacity for interactive users. On the other hand,
it might be desirable to dedicate a certain minimum amount of resources to the
parallel application. This gives rise to the notion of a contract between (one or
?
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several) parallel applications and interactive, local users of a machine, regimenting how resources are allocated to each program and guaranteeing minimum and
maximum shares of these resources.
Enforcing such a contract could be done by the operating system, but a
middleware approach (not modifying a commodity operating system) is more in
accordance with the NOW ideas. Several such middleware systems (often called
\scheduling servers") have been described; this paper presents an implementation for the Linux operating system.
However, all other comparable systems are concerned with non-parallel applications running only on a single machine. The case of parallel applications
executed in a distributed fashion on a NOW is more challenging. As experiments will show (cp. Section 4.3), a nave use of distributed scheduling servers
results in unacceptable performance. This is commensurate with the well-known
fact that distributed scheduling and the coordination of programs can have an
immense e ect on program eciency | as evidenced by work on coscheduling.
Therefore there is a need to combine controlled resources with coordinated, distributed scheduling. This paper discusses how a set of scheduling servers can
enforce a resource contract while at the same time providing coscheduling of
parallel programs, combining guaranteed resources with good performance.
Parallel programs conforming to the bulk synchronous parallel-style (BSP,
[15]) are used for evaluations. This choice is due to their close relationship with
consensus-based methods which have been suggested as a basis for fault-tolerant
network computing [11]. Combining these fault tolerance mechanisms with the
guaranteed resource allocation for distributed programs described in this paper
allows to give (probabilistic) guarantees on the program execution time, even in
the presence of faults. This is a step towards predictable network computing on
commercial o -the-shelf systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work
in more detail, Section 3 considers limitations imposed by commodity operating
systems and explains the design of a prototype, Section 4 gives some initial
experimental results, Section 5 outlines possibilities for extending this work and
Section 6 nally gives some conclusions.

2 Related work
2.1 Controlling CPU share
In real-time operating system, controlling CPU share is relatively straightforward (cp. e.g. [10] for real-time Mach). Other approaches target commodity
o -the-shelf operating systems and try not to modify them. [13] describes a
Scheduling Server for NeXTSTEP. This server is a program that runs with the
highest available real-time scheduling priority, and cyclically lowers or raises a
controlled program's priority. The controlled program also runs with a high realtime scheduling priority, higher than normal programs, but strictly lower than
the scheduling server. The scheduling server itself sleeps practically all the time

and only wakes up to schedule the controlled program. The resource share that is
given to the program is tunable via the scheduling server. Similarly, the URSched
system introduced in [8] uses the xed-priority scheduling of SUN's Solaris 2.4
operating system to provide smooth video playback. URSched achieves considerably reduced jitter compared to standard time-sharing scheduling strategies.
A comparison between the user-level approaches [8, 13] and the operating
system approaches [10] shows that for the price of modi cations to the system
kernel, more precise accounting of resource usage (in particular, processing time
spent in the operating system on behalf of a process) can be achieved. Userlevel approaches on the other hand allow better exibility to implement various
advanced scheduling schemes on top of existing operating systems [5].

2.2 Coordinated scheduling

The question of coordination of processes belonging to a parallel program has
been addressed by work on gang/coscheduling. The original idea of gang scheduling is to schedule distributed threads of a parallel program, running on multiple
processors, at the same time [12]. This provides these threads with an environment similar to a dedicated machine and allows them to spin-wait for synchronization and/or communication. This is particularly important for ne-grained
programs which would su er considerably from the context switches entailed
by blocking communication. For coarse-grained or highly imbalanced threads,
blocking can be bene cial.
Classic gang scheduling research assumes that the parallel machine is dedicated to parallel programs, which basically use it in a time-sharing fashion. This
is no longer true for NOWs. In particular, pure spin-waiting is no longer acceptable since this is a waste of resources. [6] and later [2] suggest to use an adaptive
two-phase spin-blocking communication, which, in combination with a standard
operating system's time-sharing scheduler, results in coordinated scheduling of
distributed threads. In this scheme, a communication event (sending or receiving
of messages) is considered as an implicit request for coscheduling between sender
and receiver. They show that this implicit coscheduling is particularly bene cial for ne-grained programs. The essential property exploited in [6] here is the
scheduler's property to give a priority boost to a blocked program after becoming
runnable again. [14] argues along similar lines, but uses additional hardware support (a programmable network interface) and system support (a custom-made
network driver) to generate additional scheduling events when messages arrive.
[7] gives a performance comparison of gang and coscheduling for data-parallel
workloads on a PC cluster. They have implemented gang scheduling via a signalbased distributed user-level scheduler, SCore-D, which is similar to the prototype
presented here except that it does not provide controlled resource allocation.

3 Prototype description
The prototype has two main objectives: controlling CPU share with a scheduling
server on a single machine, and synchronizing distributed scheduling servers.

3.1 Controlling CPU share
The prototype was developed for the Linux operating system, version 2.0. Newer
Linux kernels provide real-time scheduling classes (similar to the schedulers of Solaris or NeXTSTEP) in the form of a system call set scheduling priority().
Therefore, the basic structure is the same as in [13] or [8]: a high-priority server
process acts cyclically upon controlled processes, which run at a medium realtime priority. These real-time scheduling classes have strictly higher priority than
time-shared processes, and are therefore not impeded by background load. The
server process sleeps almost all the time, and only wakes up periodically to act
out its scheduling decisions: activating or deactivating controlled processes. The
operating system's time-sharing scheduler remains in control of process that are
not under the control of the scheduling server. The amount of time given to each
process is an input parameter to the scheduling server. This amount can, e.g.,
be computed by well-known algorithms like rate-monotonic scheduling, or can
be set according to user input or requirements.
There are two basic possibilities for acting out scheduling decisions: manipulating priorities, or explicitly suspending/resuming the controlled process.
Manipulating priorities can be done by setting a process' scheduling class to
either real-time or standard time-sharing. The natural implementation for the
second alternative under Linux is to send SIGSTOP or SIGCONT signals. In
the rst version, a controlled process may run even if it is not activated by the
scheduling server (by competing with normal processes for the CPU via standard
time-sharing mechanisms); in the second version, this is not possible.
This prototype uses the signal-based approach since it showed better stability
under background load compared to an implementation that manipulates process
priorities. Also, it provides cleaner semantics as far as maximum CPU share is
concerned. Due to the use of standard signals, this prototype should be easily
portable to any operating system that supports xed-priority scheduling classes.
It should be noted that even though signals are reputed for their long (and
hard to predict) delivery latencies, this is generally not true for SIGSTOP or
SIGCONT signals. These signals are not actually delivered to the receiving processes but rather are processed by the operating system kernel directly and
merely change internal tables of the scheduler.

3.2 Synchronizing distributed schedulers
Work on gang scheduling and coscheduling has conclusively shown the need to
coordinate the execution of distributed threads of a parallel application in time
to obtain acceptable performance. Since the scheduling server controls the times
of execution of these processes, it follows that the distributed servers need to
synchronize their scheduling activities.
Ideally, synchronizing the scheduling servers should be done in a decentralized
fashion, with only a few and rare control messages. An obvious way to achieve
this is to use some of the well-known clock synchronization protocols | one
server sending its remaining sleep time to its peers, which adjust to it. But this

approach is problematic: it requires sleep times of well under a millisecond to
achieve acceptable synchronization. However, Linux on PCs only provides timer
interrupts with 10 milliseconds granularity.
This raises the need for generating interrupts that start execution of the operating system scheduler at more or less arbitrary points of time. Message arrivals
do generate interrupts. Hence, messages to the scheduling servers can be used to
start their execution. In the initial prototype, this fact is exploited by designating one of the scheduling servers as master which sends a short control message
to the other slave scheduling servers. If the communication medium is capable
of broad- or multicast (e.g. like Ethernet) this control message is no scalability
bottleneck. This control message only contains the current slot number in the
schedule. The schedule itself has to be communicated between machines only
when a parallel application starts or nishes. The complete schedule contains
the name of the length of a slot, the number of slots in the schedule, and for
each slot, the name of the distributed application that occupies it (if any). The
slave servers receive a copy of the master server's schedule, which in turn is can
be computed according to various algorithms, e.g. rate-monotonic scheduling or
simple round robin. Free slots can be used for local applications, and a number
of slots has to be left free to allow the rest of the system to make progress.
Since the slave servers run at highest real-time priority, but are usually
blocked in the receive call for this control message, they will be scheduled immediately after message arrival. In this design, only the master server sleeps and
wakes up in a time-triggered way; the scheduling activities of the slave servers
are driven by message arrival from the master server.
Note that this does not mean that messages between the distributed parts
of the application have to pass through the scheduling servers. Indeed, the application itself can completely ignore the fact that it runs under control of such
a distributed scheduling server; there is no need to modify it in any way.
Comparing this approach with [14] shows that for the price of modifying the
network driver, fast scheduling events can be achieved. Also, no explicit control
messages are used. However, no share-control is possible. Indeed, both techniques
could be fruitfully combined.

4 Experiments
For an experimental evaluation of the proposed prototype, four Pentium 90based PCs, running Linux version 2.0.31 (completely unmodi ed) and connected
via standard 10 MBit/s Ethernet, were used. The machines were used exclusively, but some external network trac during the experiments could not be
completely ruled out. Section 4.1 shows results about the stability of a scheduling server-controlled program under background load on a stand-alone machine,
Section 4.2 brie y introduces the programming model used for the experiments
with distributed programs, Section 4.3 discusses the behavior of a single barrier
synchronization and Section 4.4 shows execution time for a parallel application
with many synchronization operations. More detailed results can be found in [9].

4.1 Stability
The main purpose of the proposed scheduling server is to allocate a predetermined share of the CPU to a controlled program and also to make sure that this
program does not exceed its share. To investigate the stability of this allocation
under increasing load on a stand-alone machine, we used a slightly modi ed version of Linpack as controlled program. This Linpack version computes the actual
oating point performance received during its runtime | this number can be
interpreted as the relative share of CPU time.
In Figure 1, Linpack's performance under scheduling server control is shown,
with 50 runs done for 0, 1, 2, . . . simultaneously active background processes each,
and CPU share ranging from 10% to 90%. While the behavior is not perfect, the
CPU share allocated to Linpack is reasonably stable.
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Fig. 1. Linpack under Scheduling Server control with di erent levels of CPU share and
Run

increasing number of background jobs

The reserved CPU share should not exceed about 50% or 60%, since at least
the operating system itself needs time for its own operation. Stability degrades
considerably beyond this point.

4.2 BSP programming model
A BSP program consists of parallel threads that run independently and synchronize using barrier synchronization. For the following experiments, each machine
is assigned one parallel thread, which runs as an individual process. One such
thread is characterized by its execution time. This time is drawn from a uniform
random distribution U (g , (g  v)=2; g + (g  v)=2), where g is the granularity
(average thread length) of the application, and v represents the load imbalance
between parallel threads, expressed in percent of the granularity. Here, granularities of 100 s, 500 s, 1 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms and 100 ms are considered, in

combination with load imbalances of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. This barrier is repeated n times, the total run time of n cycles forms one measurement,
and i of these n iterations are performed for statistical relevance.
To achieve implicit coscheduling, two-phase spin-blocking is typically used:
a process spins, constantly checking for message arrivals. If, after a certain spintime, no message has arrived, the process blocks. This spin-time t is the last
parameter for our programming model.1
Parallel threads are only allowed to communicate immediately after barrier
synchronizations. Here we show results for the following communication patterns:

:

barrier no communication between threads, only the barrier synchronization,
complete each thread sends a (short, xed-size) message to every other thread.

:

Additionally, after receiving a message, a process has to process this message,
which takes 10 ms each.

4.3 Barrier synchronization
Section 4.1 has established acceptable stability for programs running under
scheduling server control on a single machine. This section investigates how
a BSP-style program performs when run under scheduling server control and
distributed over several machines.
As a basis for comparison, Figure 2 gives the average times in microseconds
for a single barrier synchronization, i.e. n = 1. There is no scheduling server
control, blocking communication primitives are used, and the granularities and
load imbalances discussed in the previous Section 4.3 serve as parameters.
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1

This model is similar to the one used in [6], which additionally suggests an adaptive
spin-time. Currently, the experiments reported here are limited to xed spin-times
only.

Using unsynchronized scheduling servers on all machines results in the numbers shown in Figure 3. Here as in all following experiments, the scheduling server
allocated 2 out of 10 time slices to the controlled program, where one time slice
is 20 milliseconds. Evidently, with unsynchronized scheduling servers, the slowdown is much larger than the expected factor of ve | an entire scheduling
round is necessary to complete a single synchronization. This clearly indicates
that unsynchronized scheduling servers are not acceptable for distributed programs.
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Fig. 3. Performance of a single barrier synchronization with unsynchronized scheduling
servers, blocking communication

The e ects of the synchronization mechanism among scheduling servers proposed in this paper are shown in Figure 4. Again, these times should be about
ve times as long as in Figure 2, but they are actually better than this. For
coarse-grained programs, this slowdown approaches roughly 4.5. For ne-grained
program, it is only about 1.5 to 2; since the program is communication-bound
and not computation-bound, the CPU limitation is not as severe. This smaller
than expected slowdown can be attributed to both coscheduling e ects and to
the higher priority used by the processes. Due to their vastly superior performance, only synchronized scheduling servers will be considered henceforth.

4.4 Total execution time
While the previous Section 4.3 has investigated the times needed to perform a
single barrier synchronization, this section looks at the total execution time of
a program that consists of many such synchronization operations. The behavior
di ers somewhat between the barrier and the complete communication pattern, which are discussed in Section 4.4 and Section 4.4, respectively. Blocking
and spin-blocking communication is used, as well as programs running without and with scheduling server control (only synchronized scheduling servers are
considered). The scheduling servers were again set to give 20% of a machine's
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CPU time to the controlled program. The number of synchronization calls n was
again to give reasonable total execution time, but always at least n = 50 iterations were performed for one measurement. i = 50 measurements were taken to
compute average and standard deviation of the execution time.
One of the main purposes of using scheduling servers place is to make program behavior more predictable. A simple measure of predictability is standard
deviation of runtime. Since the standard deviation depends on the actual scale
and is not unit-less, a slightly more convenient parameter is the variation coefcient, which is de ned as the standard deviation divided by the average. The
variation coecient will be discussed for the complete communication pattern
in Section 4.4.
To abbreviate the exposition, actual runtime is only shown for a base
case. For other cases, only the relative numbers are given with respect to this.
The base case is blocking communication without scheduling server support;
runtimes for this are shown in Figure 5.
Adding scheduling server control to all four distributed program parts should
incur a slowdown of at most ve. Figure 6 shows the ratio of runtimes between
scheduling server support and uncontrolled program. It is notable that for negrained programs, the synchronized scheduling servers perform particularly well
and stay well below their maximum acceptable ratio of ve. With increasing
grain size, the ratio approaches this limit.
The comparison between controlled and uncontrolled execution of spin-blocking programs (with spin time 100 microseconds) is shown in Figure 7. Similar to
blocking communication, the scheduling server has a smaller slowdown for negrained programs and approaches its natural limit for coarse-grained programs.
Since there is no communication after a barrier synchronization, using spinblocking while under scheduling server control does not signi cantly increase
performance.
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This section consider programs with the complete communication
pattern: after a barrier synchronization has been performed, each process exchanges messages with every other. This puts stronger requirements on coscheduling since messages follow each other immediately. For this pattern, both average
runtime and the variation coecient will be discussed.
complete

Average runtime Figure 8 gives the base case: blocking communication, no
scheduling server. It is remarkable that the ne-grained, unbalanced cases are
slower than those with larger granularity; this is conjectured to be an arti cial
byproduct of the experimental environment and needs further veri cation.
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Fig. 8. Runtime of complete, blocking communication, no scheduling server
If only blocking communication is used, programs with the complete pattern
perform less favorably under scheduling server control than programs that only
perform barrier synchronizations. For some combinations of g and v, the controlled execution takes up to 6.5 times longer than the uncontrolled one. N.B.
that in Figure 6 this was not the case.
This changes, however, if the controlled program uses spin-blocking. As can
be seen in Figure 9, now the slowdown is on the same order as what should
be expected under server control; indeed, it is slightly better due to the higher
priority. This comes as no surprise: a program under server control that uses
blocking communication gives up its time slice when blocking on a receive. It
does maintain the permission to run, since the scheduling server has not (in
general) send the SIGSTOP signal. But it has to be rescheduled by the normal
operating system scheduler after a network interrupt occurs. Therefore spinning
is clearly bene cial for heavily communicating programs even under scheduling
server control. This is substantiated by Figure 10 (compared to Figure 8) | the
slowdown is again well under the acceptable maximum of ve.
Variation coecient Since one of the objectives of using scheduling servers is
predictable execution of parallel programs, the variation coecient is an important metric. Naturally, the runtime variation of programs with a complete
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communication pattern is subject to a large number of external in uences (e.g.
collisions on a shared medium).
The discussion on average execution time has shown that spin-blocking communication is recommendable for programs with the complete communication
pattern. Hence, Figure 11 shows the variation coecient for spin-blocking programs with complete communication.
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This should be compared to the variation coecient of the same programs
under scheduling server control: Figure 12 shows these numbers. Under scheduling server control, the variation coecient is smaller for ne-grained programs
and are more or less unchanged for coarse-grained programs. This shows that
scheduling servers improve the predictability of program execution.
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5 Future work
There are a number of possible extensions. Experiments on a larger cluster to
address questions of scalability, multiple distributed programs running under
scheduling server control, or with stochastic background load should be performed.
To give guarantees on the execution time, not only the CPU, but other
resources like memory (page locking) or network bandwidth should be controlled
by the scheduling servers as well.
The coarse timer resolution is a major obstacle. We are currently investigating an extension to the Linux kernel, utime [3], that promises to support
micro-second timer resolution. This would enable time-driven synchronization
as opposed to the message-based synchronization described in this paper. Other
operating systems (e.g. QNX) and/or hardware support (similar to [14]) are
other interesting possibilities. Finally, the integration into a resource management scheme like [4] is of practical importance.

6 Conclusions
This paper addressed the need for guaranteed resources for parallel programs on
NOWs. It presented a prototypical implementation of a synchronized scheduling
server for the Linux operating system. Among several design choices, a signalbased implementation was used due to its stability and portability.
While a straightforward implementation works well for stand-alone programs,
the performance impact on parallel programs proved to be disastrous. A synchronization mechanism was suggested that copes with the limited clock resolution
of commodity systems and still achieves reasonable performance by coscheduling
distributed programs.
Using extensive measurements, the in uence of various parameters like granularity, load imbalance, or communication paradigm was investigated. For negrained, moderately communicating programs synchronized scheduling servers
provide a reasonable means of achieving coscheduling; for heavily communication programs, spin-blocking has to be added. Synchronized scheduling servers
reduce the variation coecient of program execution time, guarantee a predetermined share of CPU time, and therefore improve the predictability of program
execution time.
This prototype gives a practical mechanism to execute even distributed programs in a predictable fashion even on standard operating systems, without
having to modify the operating system itself. Combined with consensus-based
fault tolerance, this is a step towards predictable network computing.
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